
 

Helicopter Maintenance Instructor – China 
(267928) 

 

We are pioneers. We were the first to break the sound barrier and design the first functional jetpack. 
We were aboard NASA’s first lunar mission and brought advanced tiltrotor systems to market. Today, 
we are defining the future of on-demand mobility. At Bell, we are proud to be an iconic company with 
superb talent, rapidly creating novel and coveted vertical lift experiences.   

The Bell Training Academy is looking for a self-starter mechanic with flight line and helicopter 
maintenance experience to teach at our Bell China Facility. 
 
Position responsibilities: 

 Prepare classroom for each class 

 Deliver the presentation of the course materials to the customers, maintain the Bell Training 
Academy shop areas in 

 a clean and orderly appearance. 

 Develop and deliver specialized courses for customers, develop a rapport with the customer 
base 

 

Position Requirements:  

 Hold a valid CAAC Aircraft Maintenance Engineer’s License.  

 Must have flight line experience maintaining and troubleshooting helicopters.  

 Must have at least an ICAO Level of English - written and oral.  

 Must have proficient computer skills and be experienced using MS Office software.  

 Must be an outgoing with good people skills for dealing directly with customers.  

 Must have a customer first attitude.  

 Must possess a positive attitude and be a team player.  
 

Don’t miss the chance to join a diverse, inclusive environment where you feel a sense of 
belonging. As a member of our global workforce, you will collaborate with dedicated, enthusiastic 
teams where unique experiences, backgrounds and ideas combined with a strong passion for our 
products take us above and beyond flight. 
 
For consideration please apply to Helicopter Maintenance Instructor - 267928 
 

Have you ever been employed by any Textron business or 
operating unit? 

Yes 

No  

 

Do you have a current CAAC Maintenance Engineer’s 
License? Yes 

  No  

 

https://textron.taleo.net/careersection/bell/jobdetail.ftl?job=267928&tz=GMT-05%3A00


 
Does your aircraft maintenance include flight line 
experience? Yes 

  No 

Do you have at least an ICAO Level of English proficiency? Yes 

  No  

 
 


